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Egg Raid On Mojo 

Kate Schellenbach, John Berry and Mike 
Diamond were in a band with Jeremy Shatten called the 
Young Aborigines. They were kind of an experimental 
band. I used to go to their practices all the time and 
hang out. I was learning to play the bass and really 
wanted to start a band of my own. 

When Black Flag first came to New York and 
played at the Peppermint Lounge, we were all amazed 
by how much energy they had. At that time (though 
there may be people who will argue this with me). 

there weren’t really any New York hardcore bands. 
There was D.C. hardcore (the Bad Brains of D.C.-origin 
had just moved to New York), there was L.A. hard¬ 
core, perhaps even Maumee Ohio hardcore, but I think 
that New York-based bands like the Stimulators, the 
Awfuls, Loud Fast Fools, and even Reagan Youth 
were still playing slower, punk rock-style music. So 
Kate, Mike, John and I started Beastie Boys as a hard¬ 
core band. I guess it really began as a total goof. We 
never intended for it to last more than a couple of 

shows. I don’t think John was ever that into it, but he 
agreed to play just for fun. 

So one day after (or maybe instead of) school, 
John and I got together to play some music. We met up 
at his loft on 100th Street and Broadway. He told me 
that he had written a couple of songs and picked up his 
guitar and started playing some chords. I did my best 
to play along with him and to remember what he’d just 
played, but honestly who knows what it really was. 
Later when I asked him to show it to me again, he 

said, “I don’t know, I just made it up while I was 
showing it to you.” So I guess the music on “Egg 
Raid” is whatever I remembered or interpreted from 
John’s improvisation. 

The lyrics are a true story. Mojo was (and perhaps 
even still is) a doorman who worked at a few down¬ 
town clubs. Sometimes he would let us in for free. 
Sometimes he would not. The song chronicles an 
unfortunate evening when he chose not to. 

—Adam Yauch 



Beastie Boys 

When Polly Wog Stew came out I was in my own band called the Young and the Useless. I listened 
to Polly Wog Stew everyday. It was definitely the best N.Y. hardcore record to come out (The Mob being 
the 2nd). When I started going to shows, all the punk rock kids in N.Y. used to go to this record store 
called the Rat Cage on the east side. We’d all be there or at a club called A-7. All the hardcore bands 
would play there and all the kids at the shows were in bands. The Young and the Useless became like the 
Beastie Boys junior band. We’d open for them at shows, and even cover songs off of Polly Wog Stew. 
That time and that scene was really important. To go to see bands, friends. To see your heroes the Bad 
Brains, just kicking it on the steps outside. To know that they’re real people alive like you. That’s what 
that was all about. Being alive. 

— Adam Horovitz 
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She’s On It 

We recorded "She's On It" before opening for Madonna on her "Virgin" tour. It was one of two songs that we 
would perform to the boos and shocked expressions of her audience every night. Thanks are due to her for keeping 
us from getting kicked off the tour. Because it was our first single on Def Jam as part of their new Columbia Records 
deal, we got to make a video. Shot on Long Beach, Long Island, it was directed by Rick Rubin's NYU roommate at 
the time who was going to the film school. Basically, it was a low-budget, amateurish attempt at like a David Lee 
Roth video, the only difference being that instead of getting hooked up, we got dissed. Aside from getting to spend 
the night at Rick's parents’ house, and meeting his parents, the only high point came when this channel in the New 
York area called U68 started showing the video. U68 was somewhere between public access and MTV They would 
show all kinds of crazy stuff from that time, from hip-hop: Funkmaster Wizard Wiz, to punk rock: Ramones, to 
comedy: Uncle Floyd. That gave us a little bit of juice enabling us to get booked at one of N.J.'s most infamous clubs: 
City Gardens. We drove through pouring rain in a rented milk truck, only to arrive at our gig to an audience of like 
5 people, not including the members of Washington, D.C.'s Junk Yard Band, who had opened the show. 

-Mike Diamond 

Slow And Low 

When RUN-DMC were recording their King of Rock album we had the good fortune of being around because 
we shared the same manager. They were amazing. I remember being in the studio while they were recording vocals 
for one of their songs, and being dumbfounded by how incredible they were. Anyway, when they finished the record 
and sequenced it they decided to leave off one of our favorite songs. It was called “Slow and Low.” I remember rifling 
through Russell Simmons’ desk one day when he was out and finding a cassette of it, and then secretly copying it so 

that I could have it to listen to. 
Later as we were working on Licensed to III, we asked them if we could do a cover of it. We made new music 

but kept most of their lyrics. In fact the only lines we changed were “D sees real well ‘cause he has four eyes” to 
“White Castle fries only come in one size,” And “RUN-DMC not Cheech and Chong” to “Beastie Boys not Cheech 

and Chong.” I wish I still had that tape of their version. 
— Adam Yauch 
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Brass Monkey 

Aahh to be young, drunk and stupid. In ‘83 or ‘84 me and 
Dave Scilken went to Queens with Rick Rubin to record the first 
Def Jam record, “It’s Yours.” We were very excited to get the 
chance to be in the same room as the infamous Zulu Nation DJ 
Jazzy Jay and T-La Rock (cousin of Special K of the Treacherous 
Three). Anyway, when Jazzy Jay showed up he didn’t want to 
really start till his friend showed up with the Brass Monkey. We 
had no idea what this meant. When it arrived they were very gen¬ 
erous to share. It had a profound effect on us; and for a while, on 
nice warm summer evenings we were known to have cups of 
Brass Monkey with lemon popsicles for ice as a nice refresher. 
And well the rest is just ugly drunk history. 

—- Adam Horovitz 



Fight For Your Right 

We decided to include this song because it 
sucks. Just kidding. We thought that a history of the 
band would be incomplete without this song. 
Because, oddly enough, I think that it is still the 
work we are most well known for. The reason I say 
oddly is because by my recollection, it was a joke 
that went too far. 

The song began as a goof, a goof on all the 
“Smokin’ in the Boys Room”/“I Wanna Rock” type 
songs in the world. We cut the dumb little track in 
the studio, and headed off on tour opening up for 
RUN-DMC. Rick Rubin took on the task of mixing 
the stuff in our absence. 

I remember someone showing up on our tour 
bus with a tape of what Rick had made from our demo 
and playing it. Rick had replaced the drums with 
these big rock drums, and replayed the guitar with a 
real top-40 cheesy rock sound. He’d mixed it with all 
this compression and this clean gated sound. At the 
time I thought it was a bit odd, but I didn’t think too 
much about it. I just thought of it as the joke taken a 
step further. 

When we were asked to do a video for it, we 
thought it would be fun. I don’t think that anyone, at 
the record label or otherwise, ever suspected that it 
would be near the hit that it became. So again, as far 
as we were concerned, the video was just a goof. We 
shot it in a friend of ours loft and got all of our friends 
to be in it. In the video we really played up the role of 
tough guys. But it wasn’t at all real; friends of ours 
agreed to let us spit soda on them or grab them and 

kiss them. 
Then we headed off on tour again. This time it 

was our own tour, the Licensed to Ill Tour. It began in 
clubs. We were drinking Budweiser on stage and 
playing the role of these snotty kids. No one expect¬ 
ed us to act that way so it seemed really funny. 

But as the record began to explode, things 
changed. People did begin to expect us to act that 
way. Before we knew it they needed to move our 
shows into larger buildings. We found ourselves play¬ 
ing in the same arenas that we’d opened for Madonna 
and RUN-DMC in. But now they were filled with our 
new fan base, frat kids. I remember looking out at our 
concerts and seeing these huge drunken football jocks 
pushing their way up to the front and screaming the 
lyrics to our songs, and thinking, “What the hell is 
going on here?” 

But it was too late to turn in any other direc¬ 
tion; we were caught up in the frenzy. The shows 
were sold out. It seemed like there was nothing to do 
but keep coming out on stage every night drinking 
beer and playing the role. The strangest part about it 
was that after a short time I think we actually became 
just what it was that we’d set out to make fun of. By 
drinking so much beer and acting like sexist macho 
jerks we actually became just that. 

So I guess that the story could have a couple of 
possible morals. One might be, “Be careful of what 
you make fun of or you might become it.” But the 
other one, the one that I like is, “All of the sexist 
macho jerks in the world are just pretending cause 
they’re caught in a rut, and maybe, at some point in 
the future, when the planets line up in a certain way, 
they’ll all just snap out of it.” 

— Adam Yauch 
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Shake Your Rump 

After the Licensed To III insanity, it became more 
and more apparent that things weren’t working between us 
and Def Jam. We flew out to L.A. to meet with a couple 
of different record labels. While we were out there, Mike 
and I stopped by our friend Matt Dyke’s house. He was 

working with these two guys that went by the names Easy 
Mike and Giz (later to be known as the Dust Brothers). 
Matt played us some of the music that they were working 
on. He played us a whole bunch of instrumentals. It all 
sounded incredible. It was so rich with layer upon layer of 

music. One track that I particularly remember standing out 
was an instrumental version of what would later become 
“Shake Your Rump.” Soon after, we began working 
together. At first we were going to try doing 
just two songs with them. Our plan was to do a lot of 

work with different producers, but as we began to work 
with Matt, EZ and Giz, things really began to click. We 
ended up doing our entire second album with them, 

Paul’s Boutique. 
— Adam Yauch 
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Shadrach 

I went to this party in Los Angeles in early ‘88 and they were playing this music like I don’t know, like four 
breakbeat records playing at the same time. I was talking to this guy I just met that was friends of friends of mine, 
Matt Dyke. I asked him what the music was, and he said that he had made it. Him and these two other guys, the Dust 
Brothers had been making these hip-hop tracks with all these ill loops. We all (me, Adam, Mike, Matt Dyke, Easy 
Mike and Giz) met up so they could play us some of their shit. They had a million tracks with a billion samples all 
coming in and out. I hadn’t heard anything like it since P.E.’s first record. 

So basically we just stayed in L.A. and made a million songs with them that became the Paul’s Boutique 

record. “Shadrach” was one of the last songs we did with them. Mario Caldato was the engineer, and I mean there’s 
so many stories about this time, and recording in Matt’s apartment, and me and Adam and Mike living in the 
Grasshopper Unit Headquarters and dipping into the Grassholf’s wardrobe... too many stories. 

As a footnote to this... the music that was playing at the party turned out to be instrumentals for what would 
become Young MC, and Tone Loc records. Don’t front, you know you used to dance in front of the mirror in your 

room to “Bust A Move.” 
— Adam Horovitz 

15 
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Hey Ladies 

I remember this song coming towards the end of the 
Pauls Boutique sessions. If I remember correctly, Matt Dyke 
(then one third of the Dust Brothers) had most of the musical 
elements, the guitar part and the beats. We were listening to it at 
home at the bummy little studio in the front of Matt’s apartment 
where we did most of the pre-production and even some of the 
actual tracking for Paul’s Boutique,. 

Lyrically, our rhymes came from all over: spending lots of 
time together at this house we had rented in the Hollywood Hills 
(The G-Spot), riding in Adam’s rented Range Rover, flying 
between L.A. and New York. Just basically enjoying ourselves 
as we did at that time. As to why this became the first single, or 
where “Vincent Van Gogh go and mail that ear” came from, 
your guess is as good as mine. 

— Michael Diamond 

17 18 



After finishing Paul’s Boutique, rather than heading home to N.Y. we decided to stay out in L.A. a bit 
longer. We’d moved out of the Grassholf’s Spot, got our own apartments, and began to play our instruments 
again. It was the first time we’d seriously played together as a band since the hardcore days. (But don’t take the 
word “seriously” too seriously.) 

I guess while working on Paul’s Boutique and searching for things to sample, we’d gotten inspired by 
listening to 60’s funk records. So we set up a couple of small amps and a little drum kit at Adam’s apartment, 
and invited Mark Nishita, a childhood friend of Mario’s, over to play keyboards. We’d get together everyday and 
play. There’s a good story about an actor/neighbor who was a bad-guy in “Total Recall,” who owned a Harley 
and a gun, and I think threatened us or called the police or something because we were making too much noise, 

but I don’t remember exactly what happened. 
Anyway, at some point we moved our stuff 

from Adam’s over to this little practice room at 
Cole Rehearsal Space, and started meeting there 
everyday. Mario set up a couple of mics and started 
taping us. We began to talk about the idea of finding 
a place to build our own studio. Our logic was that 
we could spend our recording budget building 
something that we could have endless time to 
experiment in, instead of spending a zillion dol¬ 
lars an hour and rushing to finish our records. 
Mark and Mario were the perfect team to do it 
with ‘cause Mark was a carpenter and Mario an 
engineer. Mario had put together the little studio 

over at Matt’s house. 
After a bit of searching Mike found this big 

open ballroom with a stage built at one end of it. 
We got the lease, went in and began to set up shop. 
The strangest part about it was that we somehow 
decided that it made sense to build the control 
room inside of a closet. Thus creating a studio with 
the biggest live room, and smallest control room in 
world history. Check the Guiness Book if you 

don’t believe me. 
— Adam Yauch 



Something’s Got To Give 

“Something’s Got to Give” is one of my all time favorites 
‘cause of all the elements inside; mixing live music with samples 
of our live music, live vocals with samples of our vocals, the 
lyrics and their sentiment, and the fucked-up bass. 

The music came from a tape of us jamming (although I 
hate saying that word out loud) at Cole Practice Space. Maybe 
six months later we were listening back to a bunch of tapes 
and found this stuff. We looped like ten bars of music on 
Mike’s sampler and put them in a song type arrangement. 
Yauch wrote some lyrics, and me, Adam, Mike and Mark sang 
them. Mario went in the other room with a cassette of the 
music and sang the fucked-up high-pitch sound on a four- 
track, and then we looped that. There’s no hidden message 
behind the lyrics; they’re pretty direct. To me this song just 
sounds funky. And I really like that the main instrument making 
the music is a DX7. 

As a little footnote, the “smile” w/laughing I found in 
‘89 or so. I was in this predominantly white mall (in L.A. or 
Texas) and in this crowded camera store there was this thing 
called “the Smile Machine” or something like that. I pushed 
the little button and the batteries were all dead so it came out 
like the devil making fun of all of us in the mall. It just stuck 
with me like the “just say no” campaign. With how deep in 
America racism is, the image of the Smile Machine in the 
white mall fit nice in this song. 

— Adam Horovitz 
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Gratitude 

The bass line was something that I had made up early on as I was learning to 
play the bass, maybe around 1980. I think it grew out of a pedal that I’d acquired 
called a “Super Fuzz,” and the tone of the box begged the line. 

In late ‘87, in the aftermath of Licensed to III, we decided to take a little 
break. I bought a Fostex reel-to-reel 8-track and started writing songs with a friend 
named Tom Cushman. Tom reminded me about the old bass line. I found the Super 
Fuzz, and we wrote a song around it. The song was called “Gratitude.” That version 
was over an 808 drum machine and had me singing on it. 

One day at G-Son, around ‘91 or ‘92, as we were working on the Check Your 
Head album, Adam H. was running late, so Mike and I started jamming. I had the 
Super Fuzz plugged in and began to play the “Gratitude” bass line. I showed Mike 
the arrangement and we recorded the basic structure of the song. 

One nice thing about G-Son was that we had all our instruments lying around, 
and Mario had mics everywhere. So there was a certain spontaneity about recording 
there. If something sounded half decent, Mario would mix it live off the board to the 
DAT. If it sounded good he could start rolling the 24-track. 

The arrangement of “Gratitude” got taped on the 24-track. Horovitz came in 
later and put down the guitar parts. I tried doing the lyrics that I’d done on the 8- 
track demo version, but they didn’t sound right. The song got put on the shelf with 

about a million other half-finished things. 
About a year later, we began to realize that the problem with the album we 

were working on was that although we had lots of interesting music, there were lit¬ 
tle or no lyrics on anything. I guess in the process of deciding that we wanted to say 
more positive things in our lyrics, we’d inadvertently cut out the band s tongue. 

We decided to go on a lyric-writing excursion. The thought being that if the 
five of us (Mike, Adam H., Mario, Mark and I) were separated from our individual 
lives, maybe we’d get the ball rolling. Mario put instrumental versions of all the 
songs we were hoping to write lyrics for on cassette. We packed up a portable cas¬ 
sette 4-track and a microphone and flew up to San Francisco. From there we rented 
a mini-van and drove north along the coast. We held up in a secluded beach house. 

(It was winter, so there wasn’t any swimming.) 
During that trip Horovitz played the instrumental version of “Gratitude” 

several times. He had an idea, that he wanted to try singing on it, a flow for the 

words to fall into, and the song began to take shape. 
A few days later we drove back to San Francisco. We were staying the night 

in a hotel before catching a plane back down to L.A. We received a phone call. 

David Scilken, a good friend, was dead. 
—- Adam Yauch 



Time For Livin 

Here’s an odd combination for ya\ The music is by a really great but unknown, and I believe unreleased, early 
’80s New York hardcore band called Front Line. Yauch was particularly fond of this one song by them and had asked 
Miles Kelly, Front Line’s guitar player, to show it to him. I kind of remember Yauch would just play it on his bass 
every now and then when we would be messing around. One day after playing it a bit with Yauch showing me the 
arrangement, we decided, fuck it let’s put it on tape. As usual for the time, Mario C. was ready to roll. I think we did 
a few takes, and then we had it. 

Because it was a hardcore song, everyone turned and looked at me and said, “Come on, hook it up like you 
used to.” One night, after much frustration over what to say or how to approach it, Mario handed me the Sony 
Karaoke mic and along with Adam and Adam, ordered me to get loose. Not really having an idea of what to say, I 
remember just sort of randomly grabbing the Sly and The Family Stone Fresh album and pulling out the sleeve with 
the lyrics for inspiration. Then I went the next step and just started to scream the lyrics from the song “Time For 
Livin’” over the track. Before I knew it, everyone was movin’ shit out of the way in our relatively small control room, 
making room for me to go buck wild. After a few takes of screaming my brains out and stage diving off the control 
room couch, it was done. 

— Mike Diamond 
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Pass Ttie IVlic 

This was the first hip-hop song we did for Check Your 
Head. After finishing Paul’s Boutique we’d decided to build 
our own studio so that we could take our time recording and 
then did just that. We had been experimenting with other 
styles of music for some time, maybe a year or two. Our intent 
was to create an all playing and singing album, but Mario was 
pushing for some hip-hop. Eventually his wish came true. 

One memorable thing about recording this song was the 
drums. We had heard that John Bonham had used a really long 
kick drum on something and thought it would be interesting to 
put his technique to the test. Taking full advantage of the size 
of the G-Son live room/basketball court, we wrapped a long 
piece of cardboard from a refrigerator box around the kick 
drum and then put a mic at the far end of it. Mike played the 

beat, and we looped it. 
The upright bass line was part of a Ron Carter improv¬ 

isation that Mario had sampled. I played a little terminator 
fuzz bass on the end of the song... But the thing I always liked 
best about this cut was the sample of the intro to the Bad 
Brains song “I.” There’s something cool about sampling a 
hardcore record to make a hip-hop record, especially when 
that record happens to be the Bad Brains. 

— Adam Yauch 



Netty’s Girl 

First off, I've got to give a shout out to 
Tammy D. who was so kind-hearted about 
the song that not only did she not get mad 
at me, she even directed the tremendous 
video for it. (See the "Skills To Pay The 
Bills" home video.) 

This song was another moment of 
inspiration from the tiny "studio G" at G- 
Son. It was recorded completely on a four- 
track cassette recorder (check the opening 
line reference) and then mixed in our main 
control room. Mark Nishita had played this 
cheesy keyboard line, then we turned on the 
drum machine, and recorded that. Adam H. 
overdubbed some bass, and then I came with 
the pathetic falsetto vocals. Just some really 
ludicrously silly type shit. 

— Mike Diamond 

Boomin’ Granny 

Some people might take this song as, 
well, you know... offensive. I'm not saying 
they’re wrong. As I’ve learned often humor at 
someone else’s expense makes you the shallow 
one. But hey... it seemed kind of funny at the 
time. Jarvis Cocker sang “Help the Aged.” 
I guess we just took it one step further. 

— Adam Horovitz 



Jimmy James 

There have been a couple of times in my life when I have become completely obsessed with Jimi Hendrix. 
This song was created during one of them. 

While we were recording Check Your Head, I was living in a log cabin in the Hollywood Hills. I had my 
MPC60 and a turntable hooked up out in the shed. One night I sampled this loop off a Hendrix song called 
“Birthday.” Then I put that loop on top of a Turtles beat and began cutting all these ill Hendrix sounds over the 
loops. The next day I went to G-Son, and Mario helped me refine the insanity. 

Unfortunately, we couldn’t clear any of the sounds that were scratched into the song. Determined to keep 
it on the record, we went back into the studio, found other sounds that were similar and remade the song so that 
we could keep it on the album. But it never seemed quite right. The song is really a tribute to Hendrix, so taking 
his guitar sounds off it felt just plain wrong. 

A few months after Check Your Head came out, the Hendrix estate finally gave us clearance to use the 
sounds. We then decided to put the “original version” out on a 12-inch and to do a video for it. This is the 
O.G. version. 

—Adam Yauch 
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So What’cha Want 

After two plus years of recording, we finally felt like Check Your Head was done. But then upon listening a bit, 
it felt like something might be missing. We had been on a bit of a roll with rhyming, and it felt like we needed just one 
more cut. Adam Horovitz had a couple of loops on his SP 1200 in studio G at G-Son, which we thought were cool. We 
put them on the two-inch tape with Mario, but then ended up playing over the samples, eventually replacing them all 
together. Adam played some guitar parts, I played some beats on the kit in the live room, and Mark Nishita did a few 
takes of some funky organ that we sampled as well. I remember driving around, listening to a real rough arrangement 
of the song, trying to think up ideas for lyrics, and my wife Tamra, turned to me, giving me a look like, “You’ve worked 
all this time on this album, and now, instead of being finished, you’re gonna work some more on this wack song.” I 
admit, the demo probably sounded pretty wack, but in a last-minute flurry, the vocals came together, and the Biz was 
sampled from an earlier session he had done with us, making the song complete. 

— Mike Diamond 



Dub The IVlic 

By the time we finished Check Your 
Head, things were beginning to come 
together more quickly. Adam would bring 
in a beat, I’d have some sounds, or another 
groove, and we’d sync that up. Then we’d 
go through and put it all together. This 
track gave us the opportunity to let the 
music go beyond what it could with the 
vocals on it. We had all been influenced by 
Lee Perry’s productions. We were into how 
on reggae recordings there would often be 
a “dub version” on the b-side of a single, a 
practice that got co-opted by a few punk 
and early hip-hop singles as well. 

— Mike Diamond 



Benny And The Jets 

Mark Nishita has been into this song since he was in high school. Periodically during 
the time that we’ve known him, he will just bust in with the first chord, and start playing it. 

So one day when Biz was over at the studio, singing as we backed him on our instru¬ 
ments, it happened. We had been playing all the classics: “Jeremiah Was A Bullfrog,” “The 
Joker...” I guess it was fated to transpire at some point. Mark began to play and Biz began to 
sing. It was one of those moments when everything comes together. Magic was in the air. 

Years later Biz jumped on stage with us at Madison Square Garden, and we had the great 
fortune of performing this Elton John classic to a packed house. So this one goes out, special 
dedication, to Elton himself. 

— Adam Yauch 
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The Biz Vs. The Nuge 

This one was perhaps the quickest song done on the Check Your Head album, although 
nothing with the Biz is ever that simple. I remember picking the Biz up at his hotel and listening 
to an advance copy of A Tribe Called Quest’s Low End Theory, which mysteriously disappeared 
from my car that same night. (Biz later came clean and told me, “If you can’t find it, I’ve proba¬ 
bly got it.”) We stopped at my house for a while to look through records. After looking through 
the Billy Joel, Paul Simon, and James Brown sections, the Biz pulled out a copy of Ted Nugent’s 
“Cat Scratch Fever” album, and said, “Yo, could we bring this down to the studio? I got some¬ 

thing I want to do over this joint.” 
After arriving at G-Son, the Biz asked if there was a candy store near the studio. A sack of 

candy was brought over from across the street. Then he put the Nugent record on, and two takes 
later it was done. The Biz then spent the rest of his evening making a mix tape for his flight back 
to New York, including singles by Billy Joel, Paul Simon, and Helen Reddy. 

— Mike Diamond 
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Skills To Pay The Bills 

I like this song ‘cause Mike’s playing the drums and Yauch’s playing the bass. It’s kind of got that old school live The name “Skills To Pay The Bills” was originally the name of a “Pass The Mic” remix, but we liked the name 
band flavor. This was a b-side for a single off Check Your Head. At this time, we were always at G-Son making music, so much that we decided to make a song out of it. 
playing basketball, and trying to get free bread from across the street. — Adam Horovitz 
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Sabrosa 

After touring for 
Check Your Head, we took a 
little break. I spent a month 
up in Valdez, Alaska to go 
snowboarding with some 
friends. Much to their cha¬ 
grin, I brought along my 
upright bass so that I could 
practice when the weather 
was too bad for the helicop¬ 
ters to fly. The weather ended 
up being pretty bad. 

Right when I got back, 
in the spring of ‘93 we started 
recording Ill Communication 
at Tin Pan Alley. It was the 
first time we had worked in 
New York since making 
Licensed To III. It was nice to 
be back home. We would 
spend hours in the studio 
improvising to see what would 
come out of it. “Sabrosa” was 
the result of one of the better 
improvisations. 

—Adam Yauch 
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This one takes its name after Willie Bobo’s “Fried Neckbones.” We used to listen to that song a lot and it 
was kind of an inspiration. Eric Bobo (Willie’s son) was playing with us at the time. I never got a chance to see 
his dad play, but Eric’s game is nice unto itself. 

Anyway one day at Tin Pan Alley, Mark started playing this riff on his piano and we all joined him. We 
worked out an arrangement with these stops, and then that became a bed for Eric’s timbale solos. The name of 
the song was a bit of an afterthought, but it seems to fit. 

— Adam Yauch 
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Root Down 

After recording all the playing tracks in NYC, we headed out to 
L.A. to finish the record. Our plan was to do the hip-hop stuff, as well as all 
the mixing back at our own studio. 

As I recall it, there was this live Jimmy Smith record lying around. 
I think it was Adam H.’s. We used to listen to it all the time while we 
played basketball. The title track, “Root Down” was ridiculous. I remem¬ 
ber thinking, “How can a groove be this nice?” It was the type of music 
that you hear and it immediately improves your game. For a while we 
thought about looping parts of it, maybe the bass line. 

Then one day we were hanging out in studio G (the 4-track room) 
with Jimmy Smith’s record on the turntable as we ffeestyled over it. 
Someone came up with the idea of looping up big parts of it and making 
a song over his groove. Basically just rhyming over his song without any 
other beats. And that’s what we did. 

—Adam Yauch 



Get It Together 

The music was something that I made just messing around with my sampler at home, just a real simple but 
ill moog loop and some simple beats. I remember this being a really fun time, when we would all be working 
somewhat on stuff at home and then bring it into the studio, and we would all build on it. We would just write, 
record, and play ball. Q-Tip from A Tribe Called Quest would usually stop by when he was in town, just to hang 
out, listen to music, and play some ball. We’d been wanting Tip to get on a track for a while, so one night we 
played him the track, and he was like, “This shit is funky, I could rhyme on this.” So Mario, as usual, wasted no 
time in handing him the mic. Tip freestyled a few takes, and then we fit our rhymes around his. Tip is also the 
only other me we know who shares our appreciation for the Left Rev MC D a.k.a. Eugene Me Daniels. 

— Mike Diamond 
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Sure Shot 

I like this cut a lot. Just straight up hip hop. Like a lot of our songs, it’s arranged like a hardcore song. 
Mathematical. Intro-verse-chorus-verse-chorus-break-chorus-verse-chorus-end. Nice. The flute line is from the elu¬ 

sive Jeremy Steig. Off the SP1200 it sounds nice. 
As usual we would meet at the studio (G-Son with the parquet floor), and make music. This day was not that 

different. We put the music on tape and started to freestyle over it, writing lyrics down, saving things and what not. 
It just was missing a chorus. Not that a song is not a song without the usual pop verse-chorus math. But this song 
needed one. We couldn’t come up with anything. So we knew what to do. We called DJ Hurricane cause he’s always 
got something. We woke him up maybe around two a.m. And from bed he came up with the chorus and did it over 

the phone. Thanks. 
— Adam Horovitz 
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Bodhisattva Vow 

The first time I ever attended a teaching by the Dalai Lama was in the spring of ‘93, right in the 
middle of the scheduled recording time for what would become the Check Your Head album. Adam and 
Mike, knowing how important it was to me, agreed to take that week off. So I signed up for the five-day 
teaching and then began to study the recommended texts. There were several books that we were asked 
to read before attending the course, but the most important one, the one that the course was based on, was 
by Shantideva, an Indian Buddhist scholar who lived in the 8th century. In fact the entire five-day course 
was to be based on one chapter of that book, the chapter on patience. The book was called the 
“Bodhicaryavatara,” which translates into English as, “A Guide to the Bodhisattva Way of Life.” 
I worked hard at studying the texts. Although I had taken a prior interest in spirituality, I had never 

seriously studied it in Buddhist terms. 
To try to make a long story short, about three or four days into the teaching, I showed up late for 

class. I’d somehow overslept. I was usually very careful to be on time to all of the sessions, but this one 
time my alarm wasn’t set correctly. I ran all the way to the auditorium, but they had already 

locked the doors. No one was admitted once a teaching began, but latecomers could watch 
from a nearby room that had a video monitor with a live feed. 

After the session as I left the room I noticed some people gathering in front of 
one of the doors to the auditorium. They were lining the sides of the doors waiting for His 
Holiness to exit. I joined them. A second later he came walking through the doors. As he 
walked he’d stop and shake hands with people. Some of the people burst into tears as he 
touched them. Others smiled back at him. Then he got to me, clasped both of my hands 
in his, looked deep into my eyes and burst out laughing. It was such a sweet laugh, 
nothing mocking about it. It was like a child’s laugh. It warmed me in a way that I 
could not help but smile back. He greeted a few more people and before a minute 
had passed, he was gone. I looked around at the teary-eyed faces, and began to walk 
back to my room. As I walked, an idea came to me. I felt that I should write a song 
to express the meaning of the Bodhisattva Vow, or that at least I should try to. 

The general concept behind the song was to take the meaning of Shantideva’s 
it,:;at least on the level that I understood it, and compress it into a modernized, three- 

Lyerse rhyming song. In retrospect, that was a rather bold move. People who write 
{ Buddhist texts generally spend most of their lives studying them beforehand. The idea 
1 that a person could read a couple of books, go to one teaching, and then attempt to write 
! an updated abridged version of the Bodhicaryavatara is presumptuous at best. 

Basically, if anyone is seriously interested in finding out about this topic, I would 
r recommend that they either read Shantideva’s book or one that is a transcription of the 

Arizona Teachings called “Healing Anger” by His Holiness the Dalai Lama. 
— Adam Yauch 



Sabotage 

“Sabotage” was one of the first songs recorded and the very last one to be finished on III Communication. 
While we were recording at Tin Pan Alley, we would play these like jazzy hippie jams for hours. Some of them 
came out kind of funky, and a bunch of them remained bad jazzy hippie jams. This guy named Chris ran the 
place. He was cool, but he never really hung out — maybe ‘cause he was a little bored with the noodling. 

Anyways, Yauch came in one day with this idea for a song where the fuzz bass keeps playing and we 
would all do these hits and stops to bring like suspense and drama. As we were recording it, Chris runs in the 
room and starts freaking out. He’s all, “This is the shit!! This shit rocks!!!” for really feeling it. We didn’t know 
what to do with it, so we called it “Chris Rock,” and for like a year it was just an instrumental. We knew it 
should have vocals, so after a couple ideas and things, two weeks before we handed in the record, I went to 
Mario’s house and did the vocals on his 8-track. So Chris, I hope you’re happy. 

— Adam Horovitz 



Believe IVIe 

This song is from our Aglio e Olio EP. When we 
first started working on Hello Nasty in New York, Awol 
was around helping us get set up. Along with the usual 
bunch of experimental jamming/sampling etc., we started 
playing a bunch of hardcore, putting song arrangements 
together really quickly. Then I started writing vocals. 
Soon we realized that we had way too many hardcore 
songs to possibly put on our next album, so we decided to 
release them all together (almost) as an EP. The whole 
thing came together fast. We put it out and moved on. If 
you’re into it, you can check it out, if not, fast forward. 

— Mike Diamond 
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After putting out the Aglio e Olio EP, we decided to do 
a hardcore tour under the name of Quasar. We packed up our 
stuff in a van and traveled around playing little shows and 
house parties. We even went as far as Japan and Australia and 
played clubs, opening up for friends of ours. Mario C. did 
sound, and Jazz came along as our disguise coordinator. 
In Australia we had the honor of performing on a boat in 
nautically themed costumes. Jazz was the winner as he 
dressed himself in a Viking disguise. 

I Want Some 

—-Adam Yauch 



Soba Violence 

Well, what happened was: We were on tour in Japan. We were on a day off in Tokyo, doing what we 
like to do best in Tokyo, hanging out with local friends and shopping. I was with Mark Nishita. Yoshimi of 
the Boredoms and her boyfriend Brian were taking us record shopping around Shinjuku. We were in this ill 
little area where in a radius of just a few blocks, there are like hundreds of tiny, one-room record stores, off 
of back allies, up flights of stairs, all crazy specialized in one type of music or another. Safe to assume, what¬ 
ever record you are looking for, it’s in this neighborhood somewhere. Record shopping has a way of making 
one tired and hungry. In no mood to spend too much effort seeking out something to eat, we settled for the 
great Japanese fast food: soba noodles. 

There are these little spots all over Japan, where you just pick from different types of soba. The cheaper, 
smaller spots don’t even have a cashier, just a machine that you buy a ticket from. After procuring tickets with 
Brian and Yoshimi’s help, Mark and I sat down to enjoy our hot noodles. Suddenly, this dude looking straight 
out of the Eddie Harris song “Drunk Man” stumbles in. He manages to get a ticket and then a bowl of noodles. 
He was really struggling, trying to get to his seat, spilling his noodles everywhere. Mark tried to help my man 
out, helping him sit down and avoid spilling all his noodles, when all of a sudden, the guy snaps. He slaps 
Mark right across the face. We’re all in shock. Yoshimi comes over and tries to calm shit down, talking in 
Japanese. The guy freaks and slaps her. Enough is enough. Brian freaks and bum rushes the guy out the door 
with his hands around his neck. Then a cop walks by, sees the drunk guy on the sidewalk, and keeps on walking, 
pre-Giuliani NYC style. So there you have it: Soba Violence. 

— Mike Diamond 

ps: I don’t in anyway mean to be advocating or condoning violence. Please don’t try the choke hold bum rush 
technique at home. 
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Railroad Blues 

At some point after III Communication came out, Mike got hit 
in the head by a large foreign object and lost all of his memory. As it started 
coming back he believed that he was a country singer named Country Mike. 
The psychologists told us that if we didn’t play along with Mike’s fantasy, 
he could be in grave danger. Finally he came back to his senses. This song 
is one of the many that we made during that tragic period of time. 

—Adam Yauch 
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Country Mike’s Theme 

“This is the theme song to my TV show.” 

—Country Mike 
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Intergalactic 

This song started out in ‘93. We had this beat off a Bo Diddley record called “Another Dimension”, and 

we made this song all space doodoo rhymes. Like, you know, about Carl Sagan, Lieutenant Uhura, dilithium 

crystals, shit like that. And the break was intergalactic planetary planetary intergalactic. It didn’t make the cut 

for III Communication ‘cause it was just bad stupid and not even good stupid. Well, when we were making songs 

for Hello Nasty, we had this one hip-hop song we were making with this live spaced out music we played. No 

one really liked it but me, and I wasn’t that crazy about it. Anyways, one night after fucking around with this 

song I was hanging out with my brother and some friends, and our friend Penelope said, “Whatever happened 

to that intergalactic thing you made? I always liked that.” And like C + C Music Factory, it was a thing that 

made me go “Hmm.” So the next day we made this ending part for the spaced out song with this big beat that 

I had, and I said the intergalactic thing through Mike’s new Vocorder. The ending part was way better than the 

whole song so we just scrapped it and made the intergalactic thing. And ‘cause of Penelope, a lot of help from 

Boggle, and dreams of being flown around in a robot’s papoose, it came out kinda nice. 

— Adam Horovitz 
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Song For The Man 

I don’t really know where to start with 
this one. Sexism is so deeply rooted in our his¬ 
tory and society that waking up and stepping 
outside of it is like I’m watching “Night of the 
Living Dead Part Two” all day everyday. 
Listening to the lyrics of this song, one might 
say that the Beastie Boy “Fight for Your Right 
to Party” guy is a hypocrite. Well, maybe; but 
in this fucked up world all you can hope for is 
change, and I’d rather be a hypocrite to you 
than a zombie forever. 

Well...one summer I kept taking the one 
train (my personal favorite) and guaranteed on 
my way to the station I’d see some guy saying 
some stupid shit to some woman on the street. 
And guaranteed on the train some guy would 
say some stupid shit to some woman; you 
know like, “Hey you’re so pretty, don’t be sad; 
you should smile.” Anyway, on my way to 
meet a friend one day this guy was on the train 
with his “buddy.” He was making these, like, 
snapping sounds with his teeth at this lady. I 
think it was his pick-up line. She tried to just 
ignore them and get off at her stop. Which she 
did. After she left and the doors closed the guy 
and his “buddy” started to rate her on a scale of 
one to ten. This song is for them. 

— Adam Horovitz 
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The Negotiation Limerick File 

I like this song cause the rhyme scheme is kind 
of unique. The words are put together in the structure of 
limericks (or at least that’s what we were trying to do). 
One day we all sat around writing limericks, and then 
put them together into verses. We put them down over 
some beats, but the odd cadence never seemed to flow 
right with the music. We tried a bunch of different 
loops, but nothing fit. 

One day Mario said, “I’ve got something I’ve 
been working on for a while. Can I try it out?” He 
synced up his track with the vocals on his computer, 
and it fit really well. So as they say down in Bondi 
Beach: good on ya, Mario. 

— Adam Yauch 
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I was hanging out at the Rock Steady 
reunion one year when this guy came up to me and 
introduced himself as Mix Master Mike. When he 
left he handed me his card. I believe it said, “World 
Champion DJ Mix Master Mike.” I have yet to see 
anyone prove that wrong. 

This cut is just straight up live hip-hop. One 
turntable, a mixer and three mics, all live to tape no 
over-dubs, no punches. 

— Adam Yauch 

Three MCJ’s And One I>J 



Remote Control 

Adam Horovitz had started the music on his 4- 
track cassette recorder. We kept putting the rough instru¬ 
mental on tapes so we could write lyrics, but to no avail. 
Eventually, we ended up re-recording the song with a 
full band arrangement (Adam H. on guitar, Yauch on 
bass, me on drums, and Mario in the control room). 

Somehow, I got assigned the vocal homework. I 
tried a few different approaches on my home 8-track, 
but they didn’t seem quite right. Then one day when I 
was on a coffee mission with Adam H., we started talk¬ 
ing about the concept of remote control. How we all 
want control, but don’t want to surrender it, yet we are 
being controlled by our worldly desires. I now had a 
direction but was too distracted to actually get the song 
finished. Before I knew it, all my phone and communi¬ 
cation privileges were revoked, and I was locked in a 
room, and watched over by Adam and Adam until my 
lyrics and vocal performance were done. See, some¬ 
times a bit of tough love with the right intention works. 

— Mike Diamond 
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Body Movin'* 

This was just some silly foolin’ around in the studio 
type shit. Adam had some loops of this ill, funky steel 
drum groove that I really wanted to rhyme over. I laid 
down a real rough pass of freestyle doodie rhymes. Then 
for the chorus, we just played around with some different 
effects. Eventually, we all rhymed on it. 

While touring Europe playing festivals in the 
summer of ‘98, we kept hearing Fatboy Slim’s “Rockafella 
Skank” everywhere. We became fans of the song and video 
and decided to ask him to do a remix. Sometimes it’s weird 
getting remixes of a song you’ve made. You never really 
know what to expect. But in this case, he really took it to a 
whole other level — some Tommy Roe, “Dizzy” type shit. 

— Mike Diamond 
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Twenty Questions 

Is the cup half empty, or is the cup half full? 
Does the sun rise at dawn, or does the earth just spin along? 
Or is it all perspective on how we see the world? 
How many countless life forms are on a little ball that twirls? 

Are we instrinsically separate beings? 
Or could we possibly be parts of the same thing? 
Water feeds the plants and the sunshine makes them grow, 
So how can anyone be an island on their own? 

Does life make me happy, or does it bring me down? 
Do I have what I need, or do I just want what’s around? 
Am I seeing truth, or do I just see wool? 
Well is the cup half empty, or is the cup half full? 

While we were working on Hello Nasty I was listening to a lot of bossanova. Mario 
is originally from Brazil and he knows quite a bit about ‘60’s Brazilian music. He turned 
me on to a number of things, but in particular, I couldn’t stop listening to both Jorge Ben 
and Antonio Carlos Jobim. At some point while listening to Jobim’s “Aguas De Marco” I 
decided that I wanted to write and record a couple of bossanova songs. I guess that’s kind 
of like saying “I was watching Michael Jordan play basketball and I decided that I want to 

play for the Bulls.” Sure you do. 
Anyway, “I Don’t Know” and “Twenty Questions” were done at about the same time. 

They were started in the Dungeon and then finished over at RPM. Miho from Cibo Matto 
has an amazing voice, and she too is in love with old bossanova music. She came into the 
studio toward the end of our recording and put down some vocal tracks. We put “I Don’t 
Know” on Hello Nasty but “Twenty Questions” never came out. So here it is. 

—Adam Yauch 
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Live Wire 

I wrote this song for two people. One was this kid I only met a 
couple times, but he just seemed so cool, the other was for my best 
friend Dave Scilken and other friends past present and future. It’s 
hard to know what to do when you love someone who’s drug 
problem is out of control... 

I know where you got to be going but you don’t know why 
I see things I ought not to know but I can’t help life 
You never knew my heart for you was monster size 
You’re a live wire 

Let me know if you want to check out for the all time high 
My man told me long hellos and short good byes 
But you are something else I love you please don’t die 
You’re a live wire 

—Adam Horovitz 
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Alive 

We got rhyme selections in a wide array 

J’ai des bons bons pour vous mangez 

The party people scream, “oui oui, c’est vrai” 

‘Cause I got a remote for my bidet 

A-d-r-o-c-k 

I use the microphone like Picasso used clay 

Down with freckles from around the way 

Peace to Bambata and Jazzy Jay 

I rock on the mic from here to Bombay 

I give it my best and say come what may 

‘Cause everybody’s got their dues to pay 

I’m looking sideways like my man Pele 

Gettin on like Ali boom ba yay 

So fed up with racism today 

Time to speak up and not turn away 

Make the sun shine when it’s cloudy and gray 

Dip dip dive so-socialize 

Open up your ears and clean out your eyes 

If you learn to love you’re in for a surprise 

It could be nice to be alive 

I’m taking doody rhymes to a brand new height 

I shine on the mic like UltraBrite 

Created a monster with these rhymes I write 

Goatee metal rap please say goodnight 

Now here’s a little something that you might not like 

My dj’s name is Mix Master Mike 

It’s a real pity that you people got to bite 

But I could understand because he sounds so nice 

Reading you the news cause I’m Country Mike 

Use a microphone like Shazam uses tights 

Try to keep clear of that hate and spite 

Sol keep my mind still like the still of night 

Now who in the world do you want to fight 

It’s against the system that we should unite 

Homophobics ain’t alright 

If you learn to love then you might love life 

Dip dip dive so-socialize 

Open up your ears and clean out your eyes 

If you learn to love you’re in for a surprise 

It could be nice to be alive 

Now you can shuffle numbers but facts is facts 

So many billionaires while so many lack 

So before the poor decide to react 

Come on party people and share up your stacks 

Now I’m a break it down to the brass tacks 

Do the Biz Mark dance and the cabbage patch 

You try to turn the key but then you broke the latch 

Sneak into my files for some rhymes to snatch 

I’d like to have a say on the income tax 

Don’t wanna help build bombs and that’s the facts 

No money for health care so what’s the catch 

The man got you locked with no key to the latch 

Mike and Adam have got my back 

You bring the mics and we’ll bring the rap 

Turn on the RA. and rock your shack 

Don’t smoke cheeba can’t stand crack 

Dip dip dive so-socialize 

Open up your ears and clean out your eyes 

If you leam to love you’re in for a surprise 

It could be nice to be alive 
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International Publishing, Inc. (ASCAP) 

Disc 1, Track 9 Written by Beastie Boys/M. Caldato, Jr./T. Puente; and 
Published by Brooklyn Dust Music/PolyGram International Publishing Inc. 
(ASCAP) and Windswept Music (ASCAP) 

Disc 1, Track 21 Written by Beastie Boys/M. Caldato, Jr./W. Fite/ 
M. Schwartz; and Published by Brooklyn Dust Music/PolyGram International 
Publishing Inc. (ASCAP) and Schwartz Music/Mangled Media (BMI) and 
EMI April Music, Inc./Grand Royal Music/Street N.I.G.Z. Music (ASCAP) 

"The Biz vs. The Nuge" samples "Homebound" by Ted Nugent. 

"Sure Shot" contains a sample from "The Funny Side Of Moms Mabley" 
recording, courtesy of MCA Records, Inc.; and embodies portions of the com¬ 
position "Howlin’ for Judy" (J. Steig), published by EMI Deshon Music, Inc. 
(BMI), performed by Jeremy Steig, courtesy of Blue Note Records, a 
division of Capitol Records, Inc. 

"Get It Together" contains samples from "Headless Heroes", (E. McDaniels), 
published by Lonport Music (BMI), performed by Eugene McDaniels, cour¬ 
tesy of Atlantic Recording Corporation, by arrangement with Warner Special 
Products 

"Body Movin'" contains elements from "Oye Come Va", written by 
Tito Puente, published by Full Keel Music (ASCAP); and samples from 
"Modem Dynamic Physical Fitness Activities", performed by Ed Durlacher, 
courtesy of Educational Activities, Inc., Freeport, New York, 11520 

"The Negotiation Limerick File" contains a sample from "Poor Ole Trash 
Man", performed by Barbara Lynn, courtesy of Music Enterprises, Inc.; 
and contains an excerpt from the "In"-Citement album as performed by 
The Pair Extraordinaire, used under license from Capitol Records, a division 
of Capitol Records, Inc. 

"Intergalactic" contains samples from "Prelude C# Minor" composed by 
Rachmaninoff as adapted by Les Baxter, published by Skyview Music 
(ASCAP), performed by Les Baxter, courtesy of GNP Crescendo Records; and 
elements from The Jazz Cmsaders album, "Powerhouse", used under license 
from Capitol Records, a division of Capitol Records, Inc. 

"Alive" contains a sample of "I'm Still #1" written by L. Parker, published by 
Zomba Enterprises Inc. (ASCAP)/BDP Music (admin, by Zomba Enterprises 
Inc.) (ASCAP), and performed by Boogie Down Productions, courtesy of 
Jive Records 
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"Get It Together" - Q-Tip appears courtesy of Jive Records. 

Erie Bobo performs on "Sabrosa," "Son Of Neckbone" and "Remote Control". 

Biz Markie performs on "The Biz vs. The Nuge" and "Benny And The Jets". 

Mark Nishita performs on "Netty's Girl," "Sabrosa," "Son Of Neckbone" and 
"Song For The Man"; Mark Nishita appears courtesy of London Records. 

Brooke Williams, Nelson Keane Carse and Paul Vercesi perform on "Song For 
The Man". 

Amery Smith performs on "Soba Violence," "I Want Some" and "Believe Me". 

Bucky Baxter performs on "Country Mike's Theme" and "Railroad Blues". 

Mix Master Mike performs on "Three MC’s And One DJ"; Mix Master Mike 
appears courtesy of Asphodel Records, Ltd. 

m 
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Production: Dechen Wangdu 
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disc one 
beastie boys 

slow and low 
shake your rump 

gratitude 
skills to pay the bills 

root down 
believe me 

sure shot 
body movin’ 

boomin’ granny 
fight for your right 

country mike’s theme 
pass the mic 

something’s got to give 
bodhisattva vow 

sabrosa 
song for the man 

soba violence 
alive 

jimmy james 
three mc’s and one dj 

disc two 
the biz vs. the nuge 
sabotage 
shadrach 
brass monkey 
time for livin’ 
dub the mic 
benny and the jets 
the negotiation limerick file 
i want some 
she’s on it 
son of neckbone 
get it together 
twenty questions 
remote control 
railroad blues 
live wire 
so what’cha want 
netty’s girl 
egg raid on mojo 
hey ladies 
intergalactic 
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